Accountability Flow

Learning outcomes

Collect, confirm, and compare data from resource.

Formulate interpretations about data collected from resource.

Apply data and interpretations to place in historic context, support interpretations, compare to existing interpretations, etc.

1 Formative Assessment
How will you know students have achieved outcomes?
What measures will you use?

2 Resources
readings
video
images
audio...

3 Pre-class Activity
read assigned texts
watch video
work problems and/or apply principles to given situations

4 Confirmation Activity
Online pre-class
quiz
discussion posts
2-3 sentence essay or comments
submit short low-stakes assignment
multi-media response

5 In-class Activity
Group projects
work problems
discuss/analyze resource

6 Summative Assessment
assignment
exam
project presentation
experiment write-up

In-class
quiz
response system polling
muddiest points (2-3 sentences)
discuss
apply formula